May 14, 2019

Chair Eklund, Vice Chair Manning, Ranking Minority Member Thomas and members of the Senate Judiciary Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to weigh on this important effort. My name is John Cutler, Director of State Policy for the Alliance for Safety and Justice. I am joined by our Ohio State Director and Managing Director of Partnerships, Shakyra Diaz. We are proud to support Senate Bill 3 and the Ohio state leaders advancing this and other important criminal justice reform proposals. This testimony conveys our recommendations to strengthen the positive impact of the bill.

The Alliance for Safety and Justice (ASJ) is a multi-state organization that aims to advance criminal justice reform and effective approaches to public safety in states across the country. We also bring together diverse crime survivors via our flagship project, Crime Survivors for Safety and Justice, to advance policies that help crime victims. We promote strategies to stop cycles of crime, reduce costly reliance on incarceration, increase trauma recovery services, and build healthy communities.

There is no more important role of our justice system than promoting public safety. For the past decade, Ohio lawmakers have been taking important steps to improve the operation of Ohio’s justice system, keep people safe, and make better use of limited resources. The evidence has shown, and Ohio leaders have recognized, that sending people to state prisons for low-level criminal conduct means worse outcomes for those suffering from addiction, their families, their communities, and the state budget.

Today, faced with an unprecedented addiction and overdose crisis, the Ohio legislature has an opportunity to respond with best practice approaches that better support recovery, rehabilitation, and public safety by advancing policies that lower recidivism rates and break the dual cycles of addiction and crime. Below are our recommendations for the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Our recommendations fall into two categories: policies to strengthen SB 3’s goal of addressing low-level drug offenses driven by addiction through more effective
responses in lieu of costly state prison, and policies to strengthen that goal at other stages of the criminal justice system.

**Recommendations**

1) **Refine SB3’s Drug Possession Reforms to Augment the Bill’s Ability to Address Addiction: Seriousness, Culpability, and User-Dealer Distinctions in Sentencing**

SB 3 reclassifies low-level, F4 and F5 drug possession offenses from felonies to misdemeanors, which is an important reform that will allow Ohio to more effectively address addiction. It is critical that the legislature maintain this approach. Below, we recommend three additional changes in line with these values.

1-a) **Maintain the misdemeanor classification to align with addiction science related to relapse.**

We recommend that Ohio’s new approach to these low-level possession offenses reflect what is known about addiction and relapse as people recover. Science on recovery shows that relapse is part of the process for most people. Rather than automatically reverting to felony sentencing for people that relapse, maintaining the misdemeanor classification for subsequent possession offenses allows system actors a range of escalating sanctions to hold people accountable and incentivize treatment, without sending people to state prison as a response to addiction. Misdemeanor classifications can provide for a range of graduated sanctions in response to relapse that work more effectively to stop addiction. To the extent an elevated set of penalties is necessary in response to relapse, a year spent behind bars is a more effective deterrent than the lifetime consequences of a felony classification and the potential for state prison.

1-b) **Eliminate, or include an intent requirement for felony possession of fentanyl compounds.**

Given the immense importance of prioritizing treatment and recovery for people experiencing addiction, we would first ask that the legislature include possession of fentanyl compounds in the the scope of SB 3’s reclassification. People in possession of these drugs would be more likely to get out of the cycle of addiction through local graduated sanctions and treatment than state prison. If, however, the legislation
continues to exclude simple possession of any quantity of fentanyl compounds from misdemeanor reclassification, we would ask that the legislature include an intent requirement for the felony sanction. Specifically, we would ask that the legislature include as an element of the felony possession offense that the person intended to possess a fentanyl compound. Many people in possession of this compound are not aware or intending to be in possession of it.

While the deterrent effect of a felony sanction is not evidenced to be effective even in cases where someone actively seeks out a fentanyl compound, there is no deterrent effect in cases where someone intends to acquire another drug - perhaps even intending to avoid fentanyl - only to unknowingly find themselves in possession of another drug with a fentanyl compound mixed in.

Given the severity and lifelong consequences of a felony conviction, as well as the unpredictable mixtures that are unknown to the possessor or buyer of the drugs - or even the fact that the substance is a mixture at all - we believe that an intent requirement will lead to fairer outcomes while better targeting the more severe penalty toward the cases it is intended to address.

1-c) Distinguish between possessors and sellers by establishing an affirmative defense for low-level, addiction-driven non-possession offenses

Structuring drug offense sentencing is an extremely difficult endeavor. While drug quantity, drug potency, and possession-or-sale distinctions are the axes on which almost every state approach is structured, they are rough proxies for the complexities of the underlying conduct. Addiction science and best practices in public safety acknowledge that some people end up selling small quantities of drugs for the purpose of maintaining their own addiction, as opposed to financial gain or operating a financial enterprise. Providing a pathway to make that distinction in the penal code would enhance the positive impact of this bill on public safety by putting an emphasis on treatment for users and more serious penalties for those exploiting users for financial gain.

SB3’s expansion of Ohio’s possession with intent to sell or distribute liability -- from the current secondary definition of trafficking to the ‘possession with intent’ formulation now in the new F4/F5 Trafficking statute -- reflects a similar complexity and need for a responsive policy approach. In that case there are certain instances in which conduct that would normally be subject to a certain set of penalties (here, possession) is more appropriately dealt with by another set (those applied to sale offenses).
However, the reverse is true as well. There are many instances in which someone engages in low-level sale, or distribution to support their own substance use disorder as part of being addicted. This conduct normally subject to a more serious set of penalties would be more effectively dealt with in a manner similar to drug possession. In order to allow for such an adjustment, we propose an affirmative defense.

Specifically, we propose that the legislation include an affirmative defense limited to the restructured non-possession drug offenses at the F-5 and F-4 levels (eg those under SB 3’s new Trafficking offense at ORC 2925.032). Under the affirmative defense, if defendants can show that they have and were motivated by a severe substance use disorder, that showing can serve as a defense to the Trafficking charge and leave them subject to conviction of a possession charge instead.

2) Implementing Smart, Treatment-Focused Responses Throughout the Criminal Justice System

We applaud the steps SB 3’s authors have already taken to reshape Ohio’s criminal justice responses to substance use disorders. Below, we recommend three additional changes applying the same values to other stages of the criminal justice system to strengthen the positive impact of the bill.

2-a) Special responses to drug use and related supervision violations

Based on the understanding that drug treatment, not prison, is the appropriate response to most low-level drug possession offenses, Ohio has made progress and continues to make progress shifting cases away from prison at the point of initial sentencing. However, the laws that govern someone’s path through the criminal justice system after that initial point of sentencing do not yet reflect the same understanding. This particularly relevant in the probation/community control sanction context, leading to a system where nearly 1 in 5 prison admissions are technical violations of community control, many of which arise from relapse and addiction.

We encourage the legislature to further strengthen laws directing responses to these low-level addiction-driven violations that prioritize treatment responses and effective local sanctions to hold people accountable. Through the use of these sanctions and treatment resources, Ohio can develop supervision approaches that hold people accountable in a way that reflects the realities of relapse without relying on lengthy prison terms. Ohio has already shown a commitment to these smarter, more targeted
approaches to violations when it passed SB 66, which focused on rehabilitation and reduced imprisonment for those who commit minor parole violations.

We recommend SB 3 provide that if someone on community control is found to have violated terms of their community control related to drug use or drug abstention (i.e., failing or refusing a drug test, or a new arrest for simple drug possession), the system responds accordingly with a set of non-prison graduated sanctions. These sanctions may include short periods of incarceration in jails, community based correctional facilities, or halfway houses, but not full revocation to prison.

2-b) Incentivizing Participation in Drug Treatment In Prison Through the Use of Earned Credits

Treating the underlying, root causes of crime is as critical a criminal justice priority for people who are sent to prison as it is for people sanctioned in the community and/or in local jails. When someone’s other criminal conduct is serious enough to result in prison time but is motivated by a substance use disorder, it is critical - and smart public safety policy - that we address the underlying problem before that person is released from prison.

Research has consistently shown that longer prison terms are ineffective at reducing recidivism, but that providing opportunities for rehabilitation reduces crime.¹ Research shows that drug treatment in therapeutic settings not only reduces crime, but also reduces community violence.² Drug treatment programs also improve safety inside. One study found that people who completed an intensive drug treatment program were 74 percent less likely to violate prison rules in the 14-months following completion than non-participants.³

The research also makes a strong case for the public safety benefits of providing meaningful opportunities for rehabilitation during incarceration. Studies also demonstrate that to be most effective, programming should be accompanied by strong incentives for participation.⁴

---

We propose that the legislature incentivize participation in and completion of drug treatment programs by allowing people serving prison sentences in ODRC to earn up to 15 days off of their sentence per month (not to exceed 30% of their sentence). Incentives can be powerful tools to prepare people for release by enhancing individual motivation to complete treatment and engage in positive behavioral change.

2-c) Allowing People With Old Drug Possession Convictions to Change Their Felony Records
Finally, Ohio has recognized the many lifelong difficulties criminal records can cause people trying to find success and stability after a conviction has made important progress in expanding available relief mechanisms. We encourage that the legislature continue that approach here.

For hundreds of thousands of Ohioans, a felony conviction results in a lifelong stigma and a maze of legal barriers that serve only to impede rehabilitation and recovery – including barriers to employment, housing, and education. We recommend that the legislature allow people with old felony drug possession convictions to petition the court for record change relief if those possession offenses would be sentenced as misdemeanors after SB 3’s enactment.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support and for your consideration. Please let us know if we can provide any more information or more detailed proposals for any of our recommendations.
Building on Ohio’s sentencing changes to keep prison populations in check
Introduction

For the past decade, Ohio lawmakers have been taking important steps to improve the state’s justice system, keep people safe, and make better use of limited resources. Policymakers have begun to recognize that sending people to prison means worse outcomes for those suffering from addiction, their families, their communities, and the state budget.

Bipartisan support for criminal justice reforms such as 2011’s Justice Reinvestment Initiative (HB 86), Targeted Community Alternatives to Prison (T-CAP) and probation reforms in the last biannual budget (HB 49), and SB 66 from the last general assembly allowed the state to minimally reduce the prison population and take steps to increase the use of local sentencing options to reduce recidivism and connect people to treatment. These efforts, and reducing the use of confinement for juveniles, have garnered well-earned national attention, helped the state avoid or end costly litigation, and saved hundreds of millions of dollars on new prison construction.

As lawmakers turn their attention to the new legislative session, the General Assembly has an opportunity to build on the success of their recent reforms to ensure Ohioans suffering from addiction have the tools necessary to become contributing members of society while potentially saving the state hundreds of millions of dollars every year.

Right now, Ohio spends $1.8 billion on corrections every year and, despite promises of decreased budgets because of reforms, corrections costs have risen. There are numerous reasons for increased spending, including inflation, healthcare costs for an aging prison population, and the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction granting tens of millions of dollars back to local governments. But one of the main reasons is that recent changes in the law have not led to the big reductions in prison populations that were projected because not as many people convicted of low-level felonies are being served locally as intended. Substantial prison savings are not realized until a prison facility is closed.

Before lawmakers support a state budget that would increase corrections spending again, they should review the progress and challenges of recent sentencing changes and consider options to strengthen those reforms.

Key Findings

- HB 86’s reforms, alone, may have saved the state $500 million by flattening prison population growth.
- While HB 86 was expected to significantly reduce the prison population, the prison population dropped just 2 percent.
- HB 49 was supposed to reduce the prison population to 47,500 by FY 2019, but right now, the prison population stands at 49,051. Projected reduction of the prison population was off by more than 1,500.
- Local court and county interpretation and implementation of law changes makes a significant difference in prison admissions and the prison population.
- When the legislature has given more direction and led local justice systems on a policy course, like when the law changed felony property offenses to misdemeanors, more significant reductions in prison admissions occurred.

Lawmakers have the opportunity to strengthen and build upon prior sentencing reforms and avoid increased prison spending. Through the leadership of Senate President Larry Obhof and the Senate and House leadership, the Ohio legislature is poised to take the next steps by recategorizing low-level drug possession crimes as misdemeanors and stopping the revolving door of individuals with low-level, non-violent drug offenses going to prison for technical probation violations.

Key Recommendations

To keep Ohio’s prison population and prison spending in check, Ohio’s legislative leaders and the executive should pass laws to:

- Change simple drug possession to a misdemeanor offense;
- Reduce the number of people in prison for minor violations of probation;
- Provide relief for people living with a past conviction.

These kinds of law changes will help lawmakers contain prison spending, and focus sentencing and criminal justice approaches on the most effective ways to keep Ohio communities safe.

What important steps have Ohio lawmakers taken to build a better corrections system?

Through a series of law changes this decade, Ohio legislators have revised criminal sentencing statutes around a vision that people with addiction problems who are convicted of low-level drug offenses are best served through treatment programs in their communities.

In 2011, the Ohio legislature passed HB 86, which made a number of changes designed to reduce the number of people entering prison for low-level offenses and probation violations.

“We want a system that protects public safety, is based on equal rights and equal justice, ensures that the punishment is proportional and fits the crime, and gives people real second chances.”

Mark V. Holden
Senior Vice President & General Counsel
Koch Industries, Inc.
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Changes to sentencing for particular offenses, especially low-level felony drug offenses;

- Stronger laws requiring initial non-prison sentences for Felony 4 and Felony 5 cases in certain circumstances;
- The reclassification of some low-level property crimes from felonies to misdemeanors;
- Expanded access to the intervention in lieu of conviction program;
- The creation of a probation incentive grant program designed to reduce the number of people sent to prison because their probation was revoked;
- The creation of a new "risk reduction" sentencing option that allows for early release upon program completion while in prison; and

- A new judicial release option available once someone has served 80 percent of their sentence.

Building on HB 86, lawmakers worked with the executive either through the budget process or by passing stand-alone laws that sought to move Ohio more towards the presumption that many people committing low-level offenses would be better served in the community.

Significant law changes since 2011 that sought to build on and further refine HB 86 include:

- HB 49, 2017: The biennial budget, HB 49, included T-CAP, which sends state dollars to counties that voluntarily rehabilitate people convicted of low-level nonviolent offenses. Associated amendments to the Community Control statute intended to cap how long people can spend in prison for technical violations of community supervision. Felony 4 violators were capped at 180 days and Felony 5 violators were capped at 90 days.

- SB 66, 2018: Lawmakers explicitly added rehabilitation as one of the purposes of felony sentencing through SB 66. The law increased opportunities for pretrial diversion for people charged with low-level drug offenses, increased access to intervention in lieu of conviction, and expanded judicial discretion to limit the length of probation terms where appropriate. SB 66 also increased access to record-sealing remedies and reduced the number of people entering prison with technical parole violations.

Did HB 86 and other law changes impact Ohio’s prison population as projected?

With the passage of HB 86 in 2011, the general assembly took important steps towards stabilizing, at the time, Ohio’s rapidly growing prison population and averting the need for thousands of new prison beds. One estimate from 2014, before several other laws were passed, suggested HB 86 would save the state a half-billion dollars simply by averting new prison construction alone and $78 million a year in additional operating costs.5

The challenge lawmakers face today is that, for a variety of reasons, HB 86 did not lead to the kinds of reductions in the prison population that would allow the state to avoid a growing prison budget.

HB 86 as a whole did not fully meet projections for containing and reducing Ohio’s prison population. A number of different entities, including those that helped lawmakers and the executive craft HB 86, and the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, have revised their estimates of the law’s impact.6 In the years immediately following the passage of HB 86, the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction had to twice revise their prison population projections to account for limited implementation of key HB 86 programs and reforms.7

Similar to what happened around HB 86, HB 49 did not reduce the prison population as originally projected.

HB 49’s effort to grow local alternatives to sending someone back to prison for a technical violation and limits on how long someone could spend in prison for a non-criminal technical probation violation were intended to reduce the prison population by 47,500 by FY 2019.8 HB 49’s projected reduction of the prison population is currently off by more than 1,500.

The fact that various projections imprecisely predicted the impact of reforms does not mean that lawmakers’ efforts made no difference. Early estimates held that without HB 86 Ohio taxpayers may have had to spend a half-billion dollars more on new prison construction.

But because HB 86 and other sentencing changes are not having the impact on the prison population that lawmakers thought they would, Ohio taxpayers are having to spend more money on corrections than budgeted. In order to respond to a higher-than-expected prison population and the higher costs associated with them, the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction has requested to use the $25.6 million in unspent funds meant to support community-based alternatives to prison to, instead, fund prison operations through the end of the budget cycle.9 When T-CAP expands statewide, more funds will be needed.10

Beyond the costs to taxpayers, if the laws passed are not impacting practice in the way that was originally projected, lawmakers’ goals of ensuring local treatment and accountability for those involved in low-level felonies is not being fully realized.

Why are Ohio’s sentencing reforms not leading to deeper drops in the prison populations?

There is no way to definitively know why HB 86 and other changes to Ohio sentencing laws, policies, and practices are not having the expected impact on the prison population. Between the legislation’s complexity, data limitations, varying degrees of implementation, and other changes in criminal justice practice over the intervening years, it is difficult to construct a clear, concise, and authoritative narrative about why HB 86 as a whole did not fully meet projections for containing and reducing Ohio’s prison population.

But for lawmakers to make effective choices around a budget that may continue to contribute to growing pris-
HB 49 is not leading to the projected reductions in the prison population

The projected reduction of the prison population is now off by more than 600 as of today, and will be off by 1,500 by July of 2019.
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on costs, they can infer a couple of key reasons from local practice and authoritative sources.

Close examination of certain elements – like those identified by the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, the Ohio Sentencing Commission, and by corrections executives – should inform lawmakers’ decisions to improve upon existing reforms. Some analyses point to local practices that may be undermining legislative intent.

A May 2018 study of HB 86 and other criminal justice laws commissioned by the Ohio Sentencing Commission found that local implementation of laws is playing a role in Ohio not realizing the projected decreases in imprisonment. In short:

- Changes designed to encourage judges toward using probation or other community control sentences for low-level felonies showed unpredictable and, at best, mixed results.
- Elements of HB 86 designed to shift more low-level felonies away from prison and into community supervision did result in fewer admissions to prison for Felony 4 offenses, but had only a minor effect on Felony 5 offenses.
- Other legislation designed to move Felony 5 drug offenses away from prison showed no effect on admissions, and the same was true for legislation authorizing judges to sentence someone to community control without waiting for a presentence report.

The most recent head of the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction reported early on in the wake of HB 86’s passage that there was limited success in shifting some low-level felonies onto probation; however, the following years saw an increase in the number of people sent to prison for community control violations.24 Local practice around managing probation violations increased the number of prison admissions, and depressed HB 86’s effectiveness as a prison population control measure. Since HB 86 passed, the number of people entering prison because of supervision violations has remained higher than projected.

In a Transition Report to the newly elected Governor DeWine, the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction noted that local implementation of HB 49’s reforms is having an impact on prison population projections, and the department’s growing budget needs. Locally, efforts to set a cap on probation violation terms at 180 days, versus a year and a half, were generally not being complied with:

“Courts and prosecutors have claimed that despite the changes made to the Community Control statute, ambiguity exists in the interpretation, and have relied on that ambiguity and an alternate interpretation of the statute to continue sentence violators to 6-18 month terms instead of 90 or 180 days. Recidivism data indicates an approximate compliance rate with the new language of about 20%. The lack of adherence to the caps imposed in HB 49 has had an immediate and lasting effect on our budget for both FY18 and FY19.”

The projections around HB 49 are even further off because some counties that could have volunteered to work with the state to receive funds to develop targeted community alternatives to prison chose not to do so. As of January 2019, 56 of 88 counties are participating in T-CAP on either a mandatory or voluntary basis, consistent with the law and local choices.

In summary, local interpretation and implementation of the legislature’s reforms makes a big difference in whether the laws truly redirect people convicted of low-level felonies to local options rather than prison.

In sharp contrast, where the law changes have been clearer – giving less room for local discretion on interpretation and implementation – the impact on prison admissions has been more pronounced.

The analysis of HB 86 compiled for the Ohio Sentencing Commission found that the reclassification of low-level thefts from felonies to misdemeanors had a bigger impact on trends; as a percentage of all new admissions to prison, the number of people being admitted for felony theft property crimes dropped more than 30 percent.25 Researchers did not find clear reductions in prison admissions attributable to other property crime provisions that maintained felony status but established a preference or presumption that the judge use community sentences.

It is difficult to say with certainty why judges or courts in Ohio have declined to use the increased discretion that the law changes have provided and not fully taken advantage of the new sentencing presumptions.

“Ohio is a national leader in criminal justice reform. With sentencing reform, we have an opportunity to build on that success and ensure those suffering from addiction receive the treatment they need. These changes will keep our communities safe, save taxpayer dollars, and help people become contributing members of society.”

Daniel J. Dew, Legal Fellow
The Buckeye Institute’s Legal Center
In writing about HB 86 in 2014, the national evaluators of Justice Reinvestment in Ohio and a dozen other states noted:

“In Ohio, the working group included the chief justice of the State Supreme Court, an associate justice, and the state director of the courts, all of whom approved the policy changes. However, some judges in Ohio were critical of the new sentencing provisions mandated in the final legislation. Work continues in Ohio to educate all judges on the sentencing provisions.”

In a memorandum to the Office of Budget and Management noting the fiscal pressures on the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction to contain costs, the interim director of the corrections department noted:

“There continues to be changes in sentencing courts’ behavior that results in less-than-projected bed savings, and this budget submission will request changes to address those areas.”

What is clear is:

- When the legislature has given more direction and tied local justice systems on a policy course, like when HB 86 changed felony property offenses to misdemeanors, more significant reductions in prison admissions occurred; and
- How local courts and counties interpret and implement law changes does make a difference in whether people convicted of low-level felonies are sentenced to local options, and prison admissions are reduced.

Lawmakers can build on the progress from sentencing changes, and contain prison spending.

While the Ohio legislature’s reforms designed to keep people convicted of low-level drug offenses and technical probation violations out of prison potentially saved the state hundreds of millions of dollars on new prison construction, these reforms alone may not contain prison spending.

For a number of reasons, people facing low-level drug offenses and technical violations of probation continue to enter the prison system despite the strong reforms adopted by the legislature. The reasons for the less-than-expected impact of these changes may stem from local implementation and interpretation of the state laws, and a variety of other factors that are hard to pinpoint or control from Columbus. However, there is some evidence that when lawmakers direct and lead counties and the courts on a particular policy path, the impact of change on the corrections system is more robust.

If lawmakers want to build on the progress they have made through various sentencing changes in the past decade and avoid spending even more money on corrections, further changes to law, policy, and practice need to be made.

To maximize effectiveness, sentencing changes need to apply to people living with past convictions for these crimes. The state legislature recognized the need to link post-conviction issues with sentencing policy when it passed SB 66; the law provided opportunities for record sealing and rehabilitation programs to Ohioans with multiple convictions.

The post-sentencing consequences of felony convictions are destabilizing and can last a lifetime. As a result, people with a felony conviction are now living with unnecessary barriers: as many as 600,000 people are barred from being eligible for securing employment, housing, and further education. These prohibitions on self-sufficiency carry significant costs for our economy and state budget.

The Ohio legislature is poised to take the next set of important steps on these issues.

Law changes being considered this year that could build upon the sentencing changes that avoided taxpayers spending hundreds of millions of dollars to build new prisons would:

**Change simple drug possession to misdemeanors.**

Under HB 86 and subsequent law changes, lawmakers recognized that low-level drug felonies, in general, should be treated differently, so that people convicted of these crimes could be sentenced locally, and connected to treatment. By changing the law so that simple drug possession is a misdemeanor-level crime, Ohio would fulfill the vision that treatment, not incarceration, be prescribed when someone’s core issues with crime are due to addiction, and ensure this policy approach is the norm, statewide.

**Reduce the number of people in prison for minor violations of probation.**

While HB 86, HB 49, and SB 66 helped reduce the number of people sentenced to probation whose supervision ends in failure, too many people are still going to prison in Ohio due to technical violations of supervision, not new convictions. There is a need for lawmakers to further strengthen local programs so someone sentenced to probation can get treatment, including navigating a process that will most likely involve relapse, instead of having the challenges of fighting addiction result in a revocation and prison time.

Provide relief for people living with a past felony conviction.

Lawmakers recognized that recovery is a process when it passed SB 66 to provide opportunities for record sealing and rehabilitation programs to Ohioans with multiple criminal convictions. Changing low-level drug possession from felonies to misdemeanors will help expand this type of relief by applying changes to people living with past convictions for these crimes. A felony conviction results in stigma and a maze of legal barriers that impede rehabilitation — including barriers to employment, housing, and education.

---

“We need policies that promote getting people the treatment they need and a criminal justice system that reflects our priorities. When someone has an addiction problem, we should eliminate barriers standing in the way of their recovery and success, both in our sentencing and after they have served their time.”

Tom Synan
Newton Police Chief

---

“We applaud Senate leadership for continuing to advance drug sentencing and justice reforms as a priority. It is critical that Ohio make low-level drug possession a misdemeanor because we know that prison and a felony conviction are not effective at treating addiction.”

Shakya Diaz, Ohio State Director
Crime Survivors for Safety and Justice
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About the Organizations

Alliance for Safety and Justice (ASJ) is a national organization that aims to win new safety priorities in states across the country, and brings together diverse crime survivors to advance policies that help communities most harmed by crime and violence.

Americans for Prosperity is a national organization that recruits and unites concerned citizens to advance policies that will help people improve their lives. Through broad-based grassroots outreach, we are driving long-term solutions to the country’s biggest problems.

The Buckeye Institute is Ohio’s leading voice for evidence-based criminal justice reforms, spearheading efforts on bail reform, sentencing reform, civil asset forfeiture and mens rea reform. Founded in 1989, Buckeye is an independent research and educational institution—a think tank—whose mission is to advance free-market public policy in the states. By producing timely and reliable research on key issues, compiling and synthesizing data, formulating sound free-market policies, Buckeye promotes free-market solutions for implementation in Ohio and replication across the country.